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What experiences do you have? What skills and qualities did they show?
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Activity
STAR Method
Having thought about some examples of when you have used certain skills, now we are going
to look at breaking this down and describing these skills and experiences in more detail.
The STAR method helps you think about your skills. It involves you breaking down when, why
and how you used the skill in question, and the result of you using it.
STAR is useful for writing your CV and for apprenticeship, job and university applications,
making sure that you are showing your skills. It’s also a great technique to help you prepare
answers for interviews. The STAR method helps you to prepare for competency-based
questions.
e.g.
 ‘Tell me about a time when you worked well as part of a team’
 ‘Give me an example of a situation where you solved a problem in a creative way’
 ‘Describe a time when you overcame a challenge’
By answering questions using STAR, you will back up what you are saying with evidence. It’s a good idea to think
of the STAR method in terms of you telling a story. The parts of the story are represented by:
Situation

Set the context for your story – When was this? Where was this? What were you doing?
Describe the situation you had to deal with.

Task

Describe what you had to do. What were you hoping to achieve?

Action

Describe what you did to achieve the task, how you did it and what skills you used?

Result

What happened because of what you did? What did you learn from the experience? Would you
do anything different in hindsight?

Example:
Can you describe a time when you completed a task or job particularly well?
Situation
Task

Action

Result

I worked part time in a busy café in Liverpool the summer after my GCSES in 2019.
My job was to work front of house and serve customers, clean tables and handle cash. I wanted to
earn some extra money but also work on my confidence by talking to the public and working with
several staff of different ages.
I made sure to talk to both the kitchen and front of house to ensure that everybody was clear on
what food was needed when. This involved teamwork. I used my maths skills to handle the cash
and was even trusted to cash up at the end of several shifts through the summer, demonstrating I
was seen as responsible and doing my job well. I earned money but also got tips from satisfied
customers – this helped with my confidence because it was another sign I was doing my job
properly!
I did my job very well, working as part of a successful team. Sometimes team work is about helping
each other out and understanding how other people work. If the kitchen got stressed we would
offer them some help and this helped everyone work together. Each of us would listen to concerns
or complaints and try our best to overcome them. It was a valuable experience and showed me
the value of hard work, communication and confidence in my own abilities
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